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ABSTRACT Adaptive evolution progresses as a series of steps toward a multidimensional phenotypic optimum, and organismal or
environmental complexity determines the number of phenotypic dimensions, or traits, under selection. Populations evolving in complex
environments may experience costs of complexity such that improvement in one or more traits is impeded by selection on others. We
compared the fitness effects of the first fixed mutations for populations of single-stranded DNA bacteriophage evolving under simple
selection for growth rate to those of populations evolving under more complex selection for growth rate as well as capsid stability. We
detected a cost of complexity manifested as a smaller growth rate improvement for mutations fixed under complex conditions. We
found that, despite imposing a cost for growth rate improvement, strong complex selection resulted in the greatest overall fitness
improvement, even for single mutations. Under weaker secondary selective pressures, tradeoffs between growth rate and stability
were pervasive, but strong selection on the secondary trait resulted largely in mutations beneficial to both traits. Strength of selection
therefore determined the nature of pleiotropy governing observed trait evolution, and strong positive selection forced populations to
find mutations that improved multiple traits, thereby overriding costs incurred as a result of a more complex selective environment. The
costs of complexity, however, remained substantial when considering the effects on a single trait in the context of selection on multiple
traits.
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ADAPTIVE evolution is characterized by the movement of
apopulation towardamultidimensionalfitness optimum

determined by some number of phenotypic traits. As the
number of traits under selection increases, the probability
that a mutation of a given phenotypic magnitude is beneficial
is hypothesized to decrease because of pleiotropy among
traits (Fisher 1930). Under Fisher’s geometric model (Fisher
1930), the rate of adaptation is inversely related to the num-
ber of traits under selection (Orr 2000); complex organisms
cannot adapt as quickly as more simple ones and therefore
incur a cost of complexity. Although these results are formu-
lated in terms of organisms with varying numbers of pheno-
typic traits, they apply equivalently to organisms with the
same number of phenotypic traits but with selection acting
on a different number of those traits, determined by the com-

plexity of the environment. We therefore expect adaptation
to be slower under complex selective pressures and to be
accomplished through mutations of smaller effects than un-
der simpler selective conditions.

Complex environments, with multiple selection pressures
acting on multiple aspects of the phenotype, often result in
tradeoffs among competing functions. Predicted costs of com-
plexity in adaptation can be manifestations of antagonistic
pleiotropy. Pleiotropy is characterized by a single mutation or
gene affecting more than one trait (Otto 2004; Ostman et al.
2011). Synergistic pleiotropy occurs when a single gene or
mutation improves two or more traits (Leiby and Marx
2014). Antagonistic pleiotropy occurs when beneficial effects
on a focal trait are accompanied by deleterious effects on
others (Mather and Harrison 1949; Cooper and Lenski
2001; Magwire et al. 2010; Wenger et al. 2011), and such
fitness tradeoffs may underlie phenomena such as senes-
cence (Williams 1957; Hughes et al. 2002; Promislow
2004), cooperation (Foster et al. 2004), and even niche ex-
pansion by imposing constraints on the evolution of particu-
lar phenotypes (Orr 2000; Kassen 2002;MacLean et al. 2004;
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Remold 2012). For example, in the evolution of a specialist
phenotype with a narrow niche width, mutations may fix that
come with a tradeoff when exposed to an alternate environ-
ment. In the evolution of a generalist phenotype, however,
mutations may fix to allow a broader niche width, but may
come with a cost of reduced ability in each of the environ-
ments compared to a specialist in that environment (Levins
1968; Futuyma and Moreno 1988; Kassen 2002). As the
number of phenotypic traits under selection increases, the
potential for antagonistic pleiotropy also increases. In evolu-
tion experiments, the effect of a gene or mutation can be
described in varying contexts, such as environments. These
phenomena are often treated as pleiotropy, but they are also
instances of genotype-by-environment interaction (Via and
Lande 1987; Ostrowski et al. 2005; Paaby and Rockman
2013). Although classical approaches attempt to treat these
phenomena as separate entities, microbial experiments in
particular define them as pleiotropy because of the clear
and distinct correlation between the selection condition im-
posed by the environment and the traits that are selected on.
In our study, two different aspects of the environment im-
posed selection on two distinct traits of the bacteriophage
(growth rate and capsid stability), and we identified single
mutations affecting both of those traits. The nature of the
traits under selection may also influence the type of pleiot-
ropy observed, and selection on conflicting traits should
increase the proportion of possible mutations that show
antagonistic pleiotropy.

Proteins can exhibit antagonistic pleiotropy between sta-
bility and function; an increase in protein stability could
compromise the flexibility of the protein, resulting in reduced
efficiency (DePristo et al. 2005), although counterexamples
exist (Eijsink et al. 2005). In viral systems, stability can have
profound effects on capsid assembly kinetics because of the
narrow optimal range of association energies between sub-
units. Weak contact energy between subunits will not allow
assembly to occur, but strong contact energy can promote
kinetic traps, resulting in many partially formed capsids and
few free subunits available to complete assembly (Zlotnick
1994, 2003, 2005; Ceres and Zlotnick 2002). Because of the
geometry of the viral capsid, a single mutation can increase
the overall capsid stability, alter the association energy be-
tween capsid proteins, and disrupt proper assembly of the
capsid. Other studies on lytic phages of Escherichia coli have
suggested that tradeoffs between survival and reproduction
result from changes in capsid structure (De Paepe and Taddei
2006). De Paepe and Taddei (2006) proposed that increased
stability of the capsid enabled the virus to better package its
DNA, but the dense packaging of DNA resulted in a slower
replication rate. Selection acting on two such conflicting
traits is predicted to reveal tradeoffs, where improvement
of one trait comes with reduced efficiency of the other.

We characterized the first adaptive step toward a fitness
optimum in a simple environment and a more complex envi-
ronment to determine whether costs of complexity arise. For
simple selection, we repeatedly bottlenecked populations of

microvirid bacteriophages in liquid culture through random
sampling until the fixation of one mutation (similarly to
Rokyta et al. 2005). For complex selection, we employed a
two-stage selection scheme to induce a two-component fit-
ness (as described in McGee et al. 2014) by imposing an
additional selective pressure on capsid stability between
growth stages in the absence of hosts. During this second
stage of the regime, we subjected populations to either ex-
treme heat or low pH. Overall fitness was measured as a
linear combination of the growth and decay rates weighted
by the time spent under each condition (Handel and Bennett
2008). We varied the strength of selection by altering the
time exposed to the secondary selective pressure to deter-
mine whether the starting point of the population relative
to the phenotypic optimum determined whether pleiotropic
mutations were observed. An additional selection pressure
increases the complexity of the environment, and we pre-
dicted that increased environmental complexity would come
at a cost to improvement in growth rate. Because the two
traits under selection should be in conflict with each other
at the molecular level, we also predicted that populations
exposed to complex environments would experience trade-
offs, resulting in smaller first adaptive steps compared to
those exposed to a simple selection regime.

Materials and Methods

Selection experiments

ID8 is a microvirid bacteriophage (GenBank accession no.
DQ079898) characterized by a circular, single-stranded DNA
genome of 5540 nucleotides encoding 11 genes with non-
enveloped, tailless capsids with icosahedral geometry. ID8
was isolated by Rokyta et al. (2006a) and grows in laboratory
conditions in E. coli C at 37�. Serial transfers were performed
to generate beneficial growth rate mutations, as described by
Rokyta et al. (2005). All replicate lineages were started from
individual plaques isolated from a single ancestral genotype
(ID8) (Rokyta et al. 2009) and passaged through serial trans-
fers under a one-stage or two-stage selection regime until
a single beneficial mutation fixed in the population. A culture
of host cells (E. coli strain C) was grown to a density of
�   108 cells/ml in 10 ml of Lysogeny Broth (10 g Tryptone,
10 g NaCl, 5 g yeast extract per liter, supplemented with
2 mM CaCl) within a 125-ml Erlenmeyer flask at 37� in an
orbital shaking water bath set to 200 rpm. The hosts were
prevented from evolving by being constantly replaced from
our original ancestral stock. After each flask growth period,
the hosts were killed. New hosts for the next growth period
were derived from frozen aliquots of our host. The culture
was inoculated with �   105 phage and allowed to propagate
for 60 min, reaching a density of �   109–1010 PFU/ml. This
growth phasewas halted by taking an aliquot of the culture and
exposing it to CHCl3 to stop cell growth, followed by centrifu-
gation to remove the cellular debris. For the one-stage selection
experiments, a random sample of bacteriophage was added to
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a flask of freshly grown host cells, and the process was repeated
until a singlemutation fixed in the population. Population sizes
weremonitored by plating on agar plates at two points for each
growth cycle.

For the two-stage selection experiment, after the bacterio-
phage were grown in host cells and separated from cellular
debris, they were subjected to high heat or low pH. For the
high heat experiments, 1 ml of the phage-laden supernatant
was separated into two 0.65-ml microcentrifuge tubes at
500 ml each. The two tubes were placed into an ice bath for
5 min to normalize the starting temperature for the subse-
quent heat shock. After cold exposure, the 0.65-ml tubes
were transferred to hot beads in a heating block set for 80�,
incubated for 5 or 12min, and then transferred back to the ice
bath for 5 min to reduce the temperature, stopping the heat
shock. For the low pH conditions, 1 ml of the phage contain-
ing supernatant was transferred to a sterile glass test tube at
room temperature. The pH was lowered to 1.5 with 0.5 M
HCl for 3min and brought back to pH 7with 0.5 MNaOH. An
appropriate aliquot of either the heat-shocked or the pH-
shocked viruses was then transferred to the subsequent host
culture and allowed to grow again. Population sizes were
monitored by plating on agar plates at three points for each
growth–death cycle: initial concentration prior to growth,
concentration after growth, and concentration after heat
shock. Population change rates were calculated on a log2
scale resulting in values of population doublings/halvings
per hour.

Sequencing

We sequenced the entire genome of the final population of
each lineage. Whole population sequencing allows detection
of mutations that have fixed or reached high frequency. Each
lineage was continued until an apparent increase in fitness
was observed (�10 transfers or 30 generations). We then
sequenced the last population to identify a single fixed mu-
tation. If the population had .1 mutation, we sequenced
earlier time points to determine which of the two fixed first.
The correspondence between a rapid fitness increase and a
single high-frequency mutation convincingly demonstrated a
simple genetic basis. We then sequenced a plaque isolate
from each final population per lineage to be used for all fit-
ness assays.

Fitness assays

We measured fitness by calculating the population change
rates on a log2 scale, resulting in values of population dou-
blings/halvings per hour. Fitness was measured in conditions
identical to our selective environment with isolates no more
than 1 week old. We also determined fitness for mutations
generated in the growth rate conditions and 5-min heat-
shock conditions under the 12-min heat-shock condition. Se-
lection for increased growth rate, g, occurs during the growth
phase of each transfer, which lasts for time tg: In the absence
of host organisms, viral particles decay at rate d for a time, td;
under harsh conditions until permissive hosts are present

again. During this second stage of the regime, we subjected
virus populations to either extreme heat (80�) or low
pH (1.5). Fitness, v, is measured as a combination of the
growth and decay rates and the time spent under each con-
dition, v ¼ gtg 2 dtd (Handel and Bennett 2008; McGee
et al. 2014). Fitness measures were replicated at least five
times for each isolate.

Because our phage populations grow continuously rather
than in discrete generations, we used Malthusian fitnesses
(i.e., rates) rather than more typical Wrightian fitnesses
(i.e., numbers of offspring). As discussed by Crow and Kimura
(1970), these measures are related through a log transform.
For a given Wrightian fitness w, we can convert to a Malthu-
sian fitnessm ¼ logw: Because of this relationship, the typical
geometric means used to, for example, calculatemeanWrigh-
tianfitnesses across generations or environments are replaced
by arithmetic means for Malthusian fitnesses.

Our fitness assays and selective conditions were identical
and precluded coinfection (i.e., intrahost competition) by
means of a low multiplicity of infection. Our measurements
therefore represent a true absolute fitness measurement for
our environments, rather than the slightly less informative
relative fitness measurements that would result from compe-
tition assays such as are often used in microbial systems (e.g.,
Lenski et al. 1991; Lenski and Travisano 1994). In addition to
being less informative, competition assays are not practical
for microvirid bacteriophages because of the difficulty in in-
troducing neutral selectable markers into their small, simple
genomes to distinguish competing strains.

Statistical analyses

Pairwise comparisons and sequential Bonferroni corrections
formultiple comparisonswere used to determine growth rate,
decay rate, and overall fitness differences from the ancestor
virus.

Circle plots

Our assays and selective conditions consist of two stages:
growth and decay. We estimate viral titers before and after
each of these stages to estimate the growth and decay rates.
The circle plots (shown in Figure 2, B–D, and Figure 3) par-
tition these two measures and assume an optimal decay rate
of zero and an optimal growth rate of 26, which is the highest
value observed for this genotype or its close relatives (Rokyta
et al. 2009). Inside the curve is beneficial overall. Inside the
dotted lines is beneficial for both traits. Because our two traits
are under directional rather than stabilizing selection, the
plots are meaningful only in one quadrant, as shown.

The curves provided on the circle plots are not values of
equal absolutefitness but of equal distance from theoptimum.
Consider Figure 2C. First note that the axes are scaled accord-
ing to time spent in each condition as a fraction of 1 hr (i.e.,
tg ¼ 1 for 1 hr of growth and td ¼ 0:2 for 12 min of heat
shock). The optimum is assumed to be g ¼ 26 and d ¼ 0 for
a total fitness of v ¼ 262 0 ¼ 26:Our wild-type ID8 showed
tgg ¼ 13 12:10 ¼ 12:10 and tdd ¼ 0:23 48:19 ¼ 9:64
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for a total fitness of v ¼ 12:102 9:64 ¼ 2:46: The dis-
tance of ID8 from the optimum is therefore D ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð12226Þ2 þ ð9:6420Þ2
q

¼ 17:0: The intercept for the
vertical axis is therefore at tdd ¼ 17; and the intercept of
the horizontal axis is therefore at tgg ¼ 262 17 ¼ 9: The
points along the remainder of the curve are all equidistant
from the optimum at (26, 0). For example, for a growth
rate of tgg ¼ 20; the corresponding death rate would be
tdd ¼ 15:9 to maintain D ¼ 17:0:

Data and reagent availability

Strains are available upon request. The sequence of our
ancestral strain ID8 is available in GenBank under accession
no. DQ079898, and all identified mutations relative to this
ancestral strain are provided in Table 1.

Results and Discussion

Parallel evolution within and between selection regimes

We identified the first fixed mutation in each of 20 replicate
lineages of the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) microvirid bac-
teriophage ID8 (Rokyta et al. 2006b) under each of four se-
lection regimes: growth rate only at 37�, growth rate at 37�

with a 5-min heat shock at 80�, growth rate at 37� with a
12-min heat shock at 80�, and growth rate at 37� with a pH
shock at pH 1.5. Of the 80 lineages across the four selection
regimes, we identified a total of 24 unique mutations occur-
ring predominantly in genes encoding capsid structural pro-
teins (F, G, and H). After each growth stage, our populations
were reduced to �105 phage through either random sam-
pling (growth rate only) or selective die-off (heat or pH
shock), so that our effective population sizes were modest,
particularly for microbial or viral experiments. If the popula-
tions were large enough to effectively explore most muta-
tions, each of our 20 replicate lineages under each condition
would have fixed the one mutation with the largest beneficial
effect as a result of clonal interference (Gerrish and Lenski
1998). The large number of unique fixed mutations showed
that even simple organisms with small genome sizes can find
different molecular strategies to improve fitness. Limits, how-
ever, were observed. Of the 20 replicate lineages within each
selection regime, parallel molecular evolution was rampant;
for each regime, single occurrences of mutations were rare (3
for growth rate only, 5 for 5-min heat shock, 5 for 12-min heat
shock, and 2 for the pH shock; Table 1). The most common
mutation, which was different under each type of selection,
occurred eight times under growth rate conditions, eight

Table 1 Unique mutations fixed in ID8a0 lineages under four selection regimes

Label Selection Times observed Protein function Protein name Aa position DAa Nuc position DNuc

G1 Growth 8 Spike G 171 T/A 4493 A/G
G2 Growth 4 Spike G 10 N/S 4011 A/G
G3 Growth 3 Spike G 172 A/V 4496 G/A
G4 Growth 2 Spike G 171 T/I 4494 C/T
G5 Growth 1 Pilot H 142 G/D 4951 G/A
G6 Growth 1 Coat F 340 A/V 3587 C/T
G7 Growth 1 Coat F 393 I/V 3742 A/G
H5-1 5-min heat 8 Spike G 65 T/A 4175 A/G
H5-2 5-min heat 3 Spike G 129 T/A 4367 A/G
H5-3 5-min heat 2 Spike G 66 N/S 4179 A/G
H5-4 5-min heat 2 Pilot H 88 T/I 4789 C/T
H5-5 5-min heat 1 Pilot H 43 N/D 4653 A/G
H5-6 5-min heat 1 Pilot H 142 G/D 4951 G/A
H5-7 5-min heat 1 Pilot H 91 G/A 4798 G/C
H5-8 5-min heat 1 Pilot H 130 G/V 4915 G/T
H5-9 5-min heat 1 Spike G 10 N/S 4011 A/G
H12-1 12-min heat 7 Coat F 355 P/S 3628 C/T
H12-2 12-min heat 4 Spike G 38 R/C 4094 C/T
H12-3 12-min heat 2 Spike G 66 N/S 4179 A/G
H12-4 12-min heat 2 Coat F 248 I/V 3310 G/A
H12-5 12-min heat 1 Replication C 49 Silent 1866 C/T
H12-6 12-min heat 1 Pilot H 71 A/T 4737 G/A
H12-7 12-min heat 1 Pilot H 88 T/I 4789 C/T
H12-8 12-min heat 1 Pilot H 91 G/C 4797 G/T
H12-9 12-min heat 1 Spike G 168 R/C 4484 C/T
P1 3-min pH 8 Pilot H 71 A/V 4738 C/T
P2 3-min pH 3 Spike G 65 T/A 4175 A/G
P3 3-min pH 3 Pilot H 71 A/V 4737 G/A
P4 3-min pH 2 Coat F 77 I/T 2792 T/C
P5 3-min pH 2 Spike G 69 S/N 4188 A/G
P6 3-min pH 1 Coat F 393 I/V 3742 A/G
P7 3-min pH 1 Spike G 171 T/A 4493 A/G

Positions are based on the published genome sequence of ID8 (GenBank accession no. DQ079898). Nuc, nucleotide; DNuc, nucleotide change; Aa, amino acid; DAa, amino
acid change.
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times under 5-min heat-shock conditions, seven times under
12-min heat-shock conditions, and eight times under pH-
shock conditions.

Although high rates of parallel evolution were detected
within the same selection regime, only eight mutations were
shared across different regimes, despite all lineages experi-
encing selection for improved growth rate. Two mutations
were sharedbetween thegrowth rateonly and the5-minheat-
shock conditions (G2/H5-9 and G5/H5-6). By increasing the
time under the heat-shock condition from 5 to 12 min, no
shared mutations fixed between the growth rate only and
12-min heat-shock conditions. The longer heat-shock time

increased thestrengthof selectiononcapsidstability,whichmay
have increased theprobabilityoffixingmutations that improved
decay rate, even to the detriment of growth rate (see below).Of
the 16 unique mutations that fixed under the two heat-shock
conditions, only 2 fixed under both the 5-min and the 12-min
heat-shockconditions (H5-3/H12-3andH5-4/H12-3), suggest-
ing that different sets of mutations were strongly beneficial
under the different heat treatments. The pH selection regime
resulted in2 sharedmutationswith thegrowth rate only regime
(G1/P7 andG7/P6), 1 sharedmutationwith the 5-min heat-
shock regime (H5-1/P2), and 1 shared mutation with the
12-min heat-shock regime (H12-6/P3; Table 1). Parallel

Figure 1 The strength of selection influences overall fitness effect despite a cost of complexity. (A and B) Growth rate effects (A) and selection
coefficient (B) for overall fitness for growth rate (squares), 5-min heat-shock (circles), 12-min heat-shock (diamonds), and pH-shock (triangles) mutations.
The solid line represents the weighted mean for each group; the shaded box represents the standard error for the weighted mean for each group. The
histogram shows the frequency of occurrence for that mutation in 20 replicate lineages. Mutations generated in selection experiments with an
additional selective pressure suffered a cost of reduced growth rate compared to the ancestor. Despite this cost, the selection coefficient for the
overall fitness for the 12-min heat-shock mutations is higher than that for growth rate only, 5-min heat-shock, and pH-shock mutations.
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evolution occurred at a high rate among replicate lineages
within each selection regime, but not across the different
treatments. Adaptation in response to each secondary se-
lective pressure was accomplished through different sets of
mutations, suggesting that each treatment imposed sub-
stantially different selective pressures on capsid stability.

Orr (2005) showed that the probability of parallel evolu-
tion can be estimated as P ¼ 2=ðnþ 1Þ; given that a wild-type
sequence canmutate to n different beneficial mutations. Orr’s
model assumes that a small number of beneficial mutations
are available, that strong selection is imposed, and that
the distribution of beneficial mutations conforms to that
expected under extreme value theory (Orr 2005). Using Orr’s
equation and assuming that our observed number of muta-
tions represents all of the beneficial mutations available (n),
we calculated our expected probability of parallel evolution
for each of our four selection regimes. The predicted value of
P under growth rate only selection and 3-min pH-shock se-
lection was 0.25, assuming that n ¼ 7 (the number of unique
mutations observed across these lineages), and P ¼ 0:20 un-
der either heat-selection regime, assuming that n ¼ 9: To
estimate P under each of the four selective conditions, we
randomly paired all 20 replicate lineages without replace-
ment and recorded the frequency of randomly paired line-
ages possessing the same mutation within each set of 10
random pairings. P was estimated for each selection regime
by averaging this frequency over 1000 bootstrap data sets.
Our observed estimates of the probability of parallel evolu-
tion were bP ¼ 0:20 for growth rate selection, bP ¼ 0:17 for
5-min heat selection, bP ¼ 0:15 for 12-min heat selection,
and bP ¼ 0:19 for pH selection. From the bootstrap distribu-
tion, we determined the 95% confidence intervals and found
that the confidence bounds were 0.0–0.40 for all four of our
selection regimes. Our estimates of bP; the probability of par-
allel evolution, observed in our experimental data agreed
with estimations based on Orr’s equation.

Parallel evolution is the acquisition of identical changes
across independently evolving populations and has been

regarded as evidence of adaptation (Stewart et al. 1987;
Canica et al. 1997; Bollback and Huelsenbeck 2009), espe-
cially in short-term adaptation in response to specific selec-
tive agents (Wichman et al. 1999). We observed the expected
high probabilities of fixation of parallel mutations predicted
by Orr’s equation within each selective regime, but observed
surprisingly few parallel mutations across different regimes.
Other studies of viral evolution have detected high rates of
parallel evolution across replicate lineages (Bull et al. 1997;
Wichman et al. 1999, 2000; Cuevas et al. 2002; Rokyta et al.
2005; Cuevas et al. 2009), and some have even identified par-
allel evolution across different, but related, species (Wichman
et al. 1999; Rokyta et al. 2005, 2009). Our lineages exposed to
differing secondary selective pressures found different adaptive
solutions to solve similar problems.

Adaptation of a focal trait was impeded by selection on
another one

Wemeasured growth rate effects for populations evolved under
eachofour four selectionregimesandfoundacostof complexity
for two of three sets of populations exposed to complex envi-
ronmental conditions (Figure 1A). Mutations that fixed under
two-stage selection for growth rate and capsid stability under
heat-shock conditions had significantly lower growth rate ef-
fects compared to mutations fixed for growth rate improve-
ment alone. Under selection for only improved growth rate,
mutations had an average growth rate effect of 5.4 dou-
blings/hr, which was significantly higher than that of the
5-min heat-shockmutations (2.5 doublings/hr; P ¼ 0:004; Fig-
ure 1A) and 12-min heat-shock mutations (2.2 doublings/hr;
P ¼ 0:002; Figure 1A), but not significantly higher than that of
the pH-shock mutations (3.3 doublings/hr; P ¼ 0:131; Figure
1A; P values were Bonferroni corrected for multiple compari-
sons). Populations exposed to heat shock, but not pH shock,
paid a significant cost of complexity, which shows that different
types of selection pressures on the same trait, such as capsid
stability, can have varying implications for adaptation and that
costs of complexity were not universal.

Figure 2 The type of pleiotropy depended on
the strength of selection and the initial distance
from the fitness optimum. (A) The starting over-
all fitness for ancestor ID8 under the growth
rate, 5-min heat-shock, 12-min heat-shock,
and pH-shock conditions. The circle plots
(shown in B–D) assume an optimal decay rate
of zero and an optimal growth rate of 26 (the
highest value we have observed for this geno-
type). Inside the curve is beneficial overall. Inside
the dotted lines is beneficial for both traits. (B)
Five-minute mutations under 5-min heat-shock
conditions; (C) 12-min mutations under 12-min
heat-shock conditions; (D) pH mutations under
pH-shock conditions. Under the 12-min heat-
shock conditions, growth rate and decay rate
were equally maladapted, resulting in selection
finding more mutations synergistically pleiotro-

pic for both traits. Under the 5-min heat-shock and pH-shock conditions, the two traits were unequally maladapted, resulting in mutations with variable
pleiotropic effects (synergistic, antagonistic, or no effect).
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Costs of adaptation in the evolution of niche width occur
when a generalist population has reduced ability compared to
a specialist populationusing the same resource (Levins 1968).
This habitat utilization spectrum is an important dimension
of the ecological niche. Specialist populations with a narrow
niche range have the advantage of reduced competition and
increased contact with suitable mates, but are limited to a
small set of resources (Futuyma and Moreno 1988). A gen-
eralist capable of using two resources as efficiently as either
specialist should be favored in a complex environment, but
universally successful generalists are rarely observed (Fry
1990; Kassen 2002; Caley and Munday 2003), leading to
the assumption of a cost of generalism (Levins 1968; Wilson
and Yoshimura 1994; MacLean et al. 2004; Remold 2012). In
the evolution of a generalist phenotype, multiple traits come
under selection, which can result in a cost to one or more of

those traits when compared to a population evolving in
simple environmental conditions. Similarly, we observed
reduced growth rate effects for populations subjected to a
complex environment with heat shock exerting pressure
for increased capsid stability. A growth rate specialist
would evolve a high growth rate more quickly than a growth
rate/stability generalist.

Strong selection erased the cost of complexity

The rate of fitness increase during adaptation depends on the
initial fitness and the fitness effect sizes of mutations (Orr
2000). Predictions based on Fisher’s geometric model show
an initial rapid increase in fitness by means of mutations of
larger effect followed by a gradual slowing due to mutations
of small effect size as a population approaches its fitness
optimum (Hartl et al. 1985). This pattern of diminishing
returns, such that selection tends to fix mutations with pro-
gressively smaller effects as populations approach a fitness
peak, is observed consistently in evolution experiments (Bull
et al. 2000; Cuevas et al. 2002; Elena and Lenski 2003;
Rokyta and Wichman 2009) and suggests that populations
starting farther from the optimum can improve fitness more
quickly than those closer to the optimum.

In our experiments, selection strength on each trait de-
pended on the initial fitness relative to the optimum, and that
optimum was consistent across conditions. For growth rate,
we assume that the optimum is the highest we have ever
observed for related genotypes after extensive selection for
growth under our conditions (Rokyta et al. 2009). For decay
rate, the optimum is zero. Because all ancestors shared an
optimal fitness for both growth and decay rates for each se-
lection regime, we estimated the strength of selection on the
basis of the starting fitness of the ancestors. Under the 12-min
heat-shock selection, the starting overall fitness of the ID8
ancestor was only 2.46 doublings/hr, whereas the ancestor
under the growth rate only selection started at 11.88 dou-
blings/hr, under pH-shock selection at 7.74 doublings/hr,
and under a 5-min heat-shock selection at 8.59 doublings/hr.

We measured total fitness as a linear combination of
both growth rate and decay rate (as a measure of survival)
weighted by the time spent under each condition. When we
compared the selection coefficients (s) for overall fitness, we
determined that, despite complex environmental conditions,
the selection regime with the strongest selection on the
secondary trait resulted in the greatest overall fitness im-
provement through single mutations (Figure 1B). Mutations
that fixed under the 12-min heat-shock condition resulted in
a higher average fitness increase (s ¼ 1:97) than mutations
evolved in a simple environment (growth rate alone,
s ¼ 0:46; P, 0:0001) or in complex environments with
weaker secondary selection (5-min heat shock, s ¼ 0:30;
P, 0:0001; pH shock, s ¼ 0:46; P, 0:0001; Figure 1B). Se-
lection was strongest for the 12-min heat-shock condition
(Figure 2A) as a result of how maladapted the ancestor was
to that condition compared to the other conditions, allowing
for fixation of mutations of larger effect under the 12-min

Table 2 Growth rate, decay rate, and overall fitness of mutations
under their selection condition

Mutation Assay Growth rate Decay rate Overall fitness

ID8 Growth rate 11.88 11.88
G1 Growth rate 17.68* 17.68*
G2 Growth rate 16.42* 16.42*
G3 Growth rate 19.11* 19.11*
G4 Growth rate 16.93* 16.93*
G5 Growth rate 14.11* 14.11*
G6 Growth rate 16.18* 16.18*
G7 Growth rate 17.77* 17.77*
ID8 5-min heat 12.12 42.38 8.59
H5-1 5-min heat 14.55* 38.31NS 11.36*
H5-2 5-min heat 15.95* 53.00* 11.53*
H5-3 5-min heat 16.99* 69.17* 11.23*
H5-4 5-min heat 13.57* 18.93* 11.99*
H5-5 5-min heat 11.89NS 29.63NS 9.42NS

H5-6 5-min heat 13.94* 40.78NS 10.54*
H5-7 5-min heat 12.17NS 20.32* 10.47*
H5-8 5-min heat 13.61* 30.55* 11.06*
H5-9 5-min heat 15.55* 94.67* 7.66NS

ID8 12-min heat 12.10 48.19 2.46
H12-1 12-min heat 13.63** 29.61* 7.71*
H12-2 12-min heat 15.48* 36.86* 8.11*
H12-3 12-min heat 16.93* 59.60* 5.01NS

H12-4 12-min heat 12.69NS 25.04* 7.68*
H12-5 12-min heat 16.11* 41.71NS 7.77*
H12-6 12-min heat 14.91* 38.82** 7.15*
H12-7 12-min heat 15.43** 33.71** 8.69*
H12-8 12-min heat 12.65NS 23.35* 7.98*
H12-9 12-min heat 14.79* 34.03* 7.98*
ID8 3-min pH 13.30 111.25 7.74
P1 3-min pH 15.87* 85.25* 11.18*
P2 3-min pH 16.45* 95.25* 11.69*
P3 3-min pH 16.43* 116.61NS 10.60*
P4 3-min pH 17.04* 115.22NS 11.28*
P5 3-min pH 18.35* 132.06NS 11.74*
P6 3-min pH 17.74* 144.18* 10.53*
P7 3-min pH 18.34* 167.66* 9.96**

P-values resulted from pairwise comparisons with sequential Bonferroni corrections
for multiple comparisons to determine differences from the ancestor (ID8). Signif-
icance is indicated as follows: *P, 0:05; *    *    0:05, P, 0:1; NSP, 0:1: Note that
some mutations have significantly deleterious effects for decay rate. Growth rates
are given in population doublings per hour. Decay rates are expressed as population
halvings per hour.
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heat-shock conditions (Figure 2B). Using the same genotype
for our ancestors, we altered the distance from the optimum
by increasing selection strength, and the effect size of fixed
mutations depended on this distance. We observed a cost of
reduced growth rate effects when growth rate and capsid
stability were under selection, but strong selection erased
that cost by fixing mutations of large effect, moving the an-
cestor toward the fitness optimum by greatly improving cap-
sid stability or both growth rate and capsid stability.

In theevolutionofnichewidth, ageneralist populationmay
begin farther from the optimum across all traits (hosts or
resources), allowing it to adapt at a faster rate by fixing
mutations of larger effect size. A cost of generalism may arise
for one trait in the form of reduced ability compared to a
specialist, but selectionmay improvealternate traits, resulting
in improved overall fitness. Any given trait is embedded in a
complex phenotype, and the effect of selection on that trait in
isolationdoesnot reveal theoverallfitness of theorganism ina
complex environment.We identified a cost of reduced growth
rate effects for populations evolving in a complex environ-
ment, but the effect of selection on a single trait, such as
growth rate, does not reveal the impact of selection on overall
fitness. A specialist has an advantage in adapting for a shared
trait, such as growth rate, but a generalist might have an
overall advantage in its rate of adaptation.

Strong selection reveals synergistic pleiotropy

Strong selection on the secondary trait resulted in the fixation
of more synergistically pleiotropic mutations that improved

both growth rate and capsid stability (Figure 2). For the
12-min heat-shock selection regime, five of the nine unique
mutations (H12-1, H12-2, H12-6, H12-7, and H12-9) signif-
icantly improved both growth rate and capsid stability, and
only one mutation (H12-3) showed antagonistic pleiotropy
in the form of improved growth rate, but at a cost of wors-
ened decay rate (H12-3; Table 2; Figure 2C). Under the
5-min heat-shock condition, only two of the nine unique mu-
tations (H5-4 and H5-8) significantly improved both traits,
with three showing tradeoffs (H5-2, H5-3, and H5-9; Figure
2B). Two of the seven pH-shock mutations (P1 and P2) sig-
nificantly improved both traits, and two mutations (P6 and
P7) showed antagonistic pleiotropy (Figure 2A, Figure 3B,
and Table 2). Because weaker selection was imposed on
the secondary trait under the 5-min heat-shock and pH-shock
conditions, mutations were more likely to fix that improved
growth rate; selection improved the more maladapted trait
with variable impacts on the secondary trait (synergistic, an-
tagonistic, or no pleiotropy; Figure 2). When the secondary
trait was under stronger selection pressures, selection fixed
more single mutations that improved fitness for both traits
(Figure 2). The type of pleiotropy observed depended on the
starting point relative to the fitness optimum, and this start-
ing point was determined by selection strength.

Antagonistically pleiotropic mutations observed under
complex environmental conditions have been found in exper-
iments inwhich apopulation adapts to one condition and then
its ability to function in another condition is determined. In
these experiments, tradeoffs are detected because beneficial

Figure 3 Antagonistic pleiotropy arose when growth rate
and 5-min heat-shock mutants were subjected to a 12-min
heat shock. (A) Four of the seven mutations (G1, G2, G3,
and G4) that fixed in the simple selection environment for
increased growth rate came with a tradeoff of significantly
worsened decay rate when tested under the 12-min heat-
shock condition. (B) Two mutations (H5-7 and H5-8) fixed
under the 5-min heat-shock selection significantly im-
proved decay rate under the 5-min heat shock, but we
did not detect that same degree of improvement in the
12-min heat-shock condition.
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alleles foundunder the initial conditions are deleterious in the
alternate condition (Bull et al. 2000; Cooper and Lenski 2000,
2001; Lee et al. 2011). Our study differs because our selective
regime alternated rapidly between selection for growth rate
and that for decay rate, thereby selecting on multiple fitness
components simultaneously. When we challenged mutants
found under growth rate only and 5-min heat-shock condi-
tions in the 12-min heat-shock condition, we observed the
expected tradeoffs. Four of the seven mutations (G1, G2, G3,
and G4) that fixed in the simple selection environment for
increased growth rate came with a tradeoff of worsened de-
cay rate when tested under the 12-min heat-shock condition.
None of the seven growth rate mutations improved decay
rate relative to the ancestor (Figure 3, Table 3). The simple
selection environment allowed the fixation of mutations that
improved growth rate, but came with a worsened decay rate
due to the fact that capsid stability was never under selection.
Three mutations (H5-4, H5-7, and H5-8) fixed under the
5-min heat-shock selection improved decay rate under the
5-min heat shock, but we did not detect that same degree
of improvement in the 12-min heat-shock condition. Muta-
tions fixed under the growth rate only or the 5-min heat-
shock conditions did not significantly improve decay rate
relative to the ancestor under the 12-min heat-shock condi-
tions because selection was never imposed on the capsid to
withstand 80� for an extended period of time. These results
are consistent with other studies showing that improved fit-
ness as a result of selection on one trait does not translate to
improved fitness for traits not directly under selection (Bull
et al. 2000; Cooper and Lenski 2000, 2001; Lee et al. 2011),
but some counterexamples exist (Bennett and Lenski 2007).

We found that individual mutations gained under rapidly
fluctuating selective pressures could improve both growth
rate and capsid stability. When we compared the effects of
beneficial mutations gained in response to selection in one
condition in an alternate condition, we found the expected
tradeoffs on capsid stability. When both traits are simulta-
neously under strong selection, we observed synergistically
pleiotropic mutations that improved both traits, resulting in a
larger first adaptive step toward the optimal fitness. Similar
studies using bacteriophages have detected pleiotropic trade-
offs between growth rate and capsid stability, which would be
expected from the conflicting nature of the viral life cycles and
the stability–function tradeoff during assembly. Studies ex-
posing bacteriophages uX174 and ID11, similar genotypes to
our ID8 ancestor, to moderate temperatures (37� and 41.5�)
in E. coli hosts resulted in changes in viral capsid proteins that
were likely stabilizing and came with a cost of growth rate
(Bull et al. 2000; Lee et al. 2011). One study found a single
antagonistically pleiotropic mutation in bacteriophage u6
that resulted in a tradeoff between growth rate and capsid
stability after exposing evolving populations to a heat-shock
selection (Dessau et al. 2012). Our results differ from these
studies because our heat-shock temperature may have
exerted a stronger selection pressure on capsid stability
(80� vs. 40�–50�), and our two-stage selective regime fluctu-

ated rapidly between selection for growth rate and that for
decay rate, thereby selecting on multiple fitness components
simultaneously. When strong selection is exerted on multiple
fitness components simultaneously, selection can apparently
fix single mutations that improve potentially conflicting
traits, resulting in a large fitness improvement despite a
cost of reduced growth rate effects.

Fisher’s geometric model assumes that any particular mu-
tation could potentially affect all traits (i.e., universal pleiot-
ropy), but certainly does not require every mutation to affect
all traits. Nonetheless, as the number of traits increases, the
probability that a random mutation under this model will
increase fitness decreases, as does the expected fitness gain
of those that do increase fitness (Orr 2000). Wagner et al.
(2008) showed that quantitative trait loci (QTL) in mice gen-
erally affect only a small proportion of traits and that effect
sizes increase with the number of traits affected, both of
which diminish the predicted costs of complexity under Fish-
er’s geometric model. We further showed that, even when
mutations affect all traits under study, sufficient mutations
benefiting all traits exist to override the cost of complexity
predicted under Fisher’s geometric model.

Evolution in a simple environmental condition (i.e., expo-
sure to a single resource or host) results in fixation of
mutations that improve the ability in that condition, but
oftentimes comes with a tradeoff in the form of reduced
ability when exposed to an alternate condition, resulting in a
specialist phenotype (Levins 1968; Wilson and Yoshimura
1994; Kassen 2002; MacLean et al. 2004; Remold 2012).
Generalists are more likely to evolve when the environment
fluctuates, but the rate of fluctuation can influence the type of
generalist that evolves (Kassen 2002; Buckling et al. 2007).

Table 3 Growth rate, decay rate, and overall fitness of mutations
across other conditions

Mutation Assay Growth rate Decay rate Overall fitness

ID8 12-min heat 12.97 40.89 4.80
G1 12-min heat 16.88* 66.44* 3.59NS

G2 12-min heat 16.28* 86.31* 20.98*
G3 12-min heat 17.61* 91.01* 20.59*
G4 12-min heat 15.70* 89.59* 22.22*
G5 12-min heat 14.56* 35.44NS 7.47NS

G6 12-min heat 15.56* 50.78NS 5.40NS

G7 12-min heat 16.32* 56.93NS 4.94NS

ID8 12-min heat 13.66 45.28 4.61
H5-1 12-min heat 15.03* 40.07NS 7.02**
H5-2 12-min heat 16.98* 70.37** 2.90NS

H5-3 12-min heat 16.93* 59.60* 5.01NS

H5-4 12-min heat 15.43* 33.71** 8.69**
H5-5 12-min heat 14.32NS 42.01NS 5.91NS

H5-6 12-min heat 14.56* 35.44NS 7.47NS

H5-7 12-min heat 14.34NS 39.98NS 6.34NS

H5-8 12-min heat 14.98NS 31.32** 8.71*
H5-9 12-min heat 16.28* 86.31* 20.98*

P-values resulted from pairwise comparisons with sequential Bonferroni corrections
for multiple comparisons to determine differences from the ancestor (ID8). Signif-
icance is indicated as follows: *P, 0:05; **0:05, P, 0:1; NSP, 0:1: Growth rates
are given in population doublings per hour. Decay rates are expressed as population
halvings per hour.
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Fluctuations that occur too slowly relative to the organism’s
lifetime can result in the evolution of sequential specialists,
where any adaptation gained in the previous selective envi-
ronments is eroded through time if tradeoffs exist between
environments (Kassen 2002). When a population fluctuates
rapidly between two environments or resources, mutations
fix that improve ability in both, but only if selective pressures
are strong enough on both traits. Variability seen across stud-
ies on the evolution of niche breadth or host range may result
from different degrees of selection strength. Our results sug-
gest that when strong selection acts on multiple traits simul-
taneously, selection can find mutations that improve all
without tradeoffs. While the improvement may not be equal
to that of a specialist exposed to a single condition, a gener-
alist may adapt more quickly because mutations of large ef-
fect can fix because it begins farther from the optimum for
any given trait, allowing its total fitness gain to surpass that of
a specialist phenotype.

Conclusions

Costs of complexity may arise in populations evolving in
complex environments where improvement in one or more
traits is impeded by selection on others. In a complex envi-
ronment, we found that the improvement of a single trait is
smaller compared to when that trait alone is under selection.
But, by altering the strength of selection, single mutations
fixed that improved multiple traits, allowing the total fitness
increase to surpass that of a population evolving in simple
environmental conditions. The costs of complexity, however,
remained substantial when considering the effects on a single
trait in the context of selection onmultiple traits. Evolution in
a complex environment must be viewed in the context of
multiple selective pressures acting on multiple, interacting
traits that make up a phenotype. Although we detected a cost
of complexity for a single trait, by analyzing the network of
traits that are the targets of selection and the interactions
between them, we determined that populations in complex
selection conditions can overcome such a cost by fixing mu-
tations exhibiting synergistic pleiotropy.
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